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Where Excellent Accelerated Learning Begins! 
 

 
Excellerate Learning Academy presents Excellerate@Montessori. At Excellerate we teach phonetically while 
incorporating whole language in creating a phenomenal language arts program. We have a certified Montessori teacher 
with a carefully designed reading program that employs part of whole language approach and part phonics, and takes into 
account each student’s learning style and demonstrated strengths and weaknesses.  
 
Our academy recognizes that learning to read and write is an individual process. Some children will learn their 
foundation skills very quickly and others gradually. Speed is not imperative, but exposure is. Each student’s progress will 
be documented to ensure that all students develop to their fullest potential.  
 
At Excellerate Learning Academy we teach students to write before we teach them to read because the cognitive process 
required for reading is more complex than it is for writing. To either write or read successfully, a child needs phonetic 
sounds, but our teachers teach writing skills before reading skills because it is easier for a child to take a word apart that 
he already knows, than it is to put sounds together to derive the meaning of an unknown word. 
 
Our Montessori English Language Arts Program Outline 
 
Phonetic instruction is the foundational stepping stone in a Montessori Language Arts program. As the child’s literacy 
skills develop, our vigilant teachers will enrich their program with creative lessons and activities (whole language) which 
are designed to guide a child toward reading and writing fluency. As the child approaches “total reading,” phonemic 
instruction will be virtually eliminated in favor of a more dynamic and advanced learning system.  
 
The English language is not purely phonetic and consequently there is not a perfect way to teach it. Memorization is an 
essential component needed to achieve total reading. At Excellerate Learning Academy we offer a superior language arts 
program with an exposure to a variety of activities to reinforce the skill sets to a achieve “total reading.” 
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